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Abstract: Basketball game is one of the sport activities that has a positive effect on learner in physical, mental
and social sides as a result of that it acquires a wide attention locally and globally, it concerns with the variety
of concepts and basic skills as a fundamental requirements to learn. Projects technique is the educational
technique that occurs through forming the educational activities in the form of projects in which people lay out
a plan after dividing them into small groups, each group accomplish a part of the project and evaluate what has
done of work under the teacher supervision of what afford chances of active interaction in the educational
situations. The researcher use the empirical method, includes a sample of 25 childrenren from 10-12 years old.
The most important results show that the project technique contributes in improving the performance standards
of dribbling skills, chest pass, set shot and lay-up shot in basketball game.
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INTRODUCTION educational activities in the form of projects in which the

Nowadays the world witness a lot of rapid and the division into small groups and assign every group to
continuous changes and transfers in all fields and the handle a part of the project and also evaluate what had
most important is in the educational field. in order to done under the teacher 's supervision which allow
follow this sort of change the educational standard must chances of active interaction in the educational process
transfer from the state of memorization and indoctrination and apply the knowledge and facts in real situations. Both
to participating with the learners in the learning process Salah Eldin and Eldeeb [4] define projects technique as a
and using methods and styles  of  training  which focus series of guided activity forms applied by the students in
on acquiring knowledge and skills to contribute order to achieve an important purpose according to them,
effectively in the learning process. Ghalb [1] states that choosing an interesting topic and field then sharing in
the  international work organization confirms the determining the activity aspects and finally divide the
necessity of apprenticeship o f education through work among them.
connecting  the  theoretical studies with experiences The implementation of projects technique takes the
those learners acquire during education while organizing following steps (choosing the project, laying out a plan,
programs and activities out of the school. discharging the project, estimating the project)[3]. Many

The projects technique is one of the educational researchers [5-7] agree on that the projects technique has
methods that allow learners to depend on their individual advantages which are:
and group activity and have an effective role in the
educational situations and processes which link the C Vitality of the educational process from the students'
learner's aims and targets with the common aims of his interests. 
colleagues that help gaining the essential and social skills, C Investment of information and knowledge in real
train learners on thinking and the style of problem solving situations.
[2]. Mahmoud [3] confirms that projects technique is an C The integration of knowledge and the connection
educational method or way that design and form between theory and application.

childrenren choose what suit them and lay out a plan after
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C Improving communication and social skills. 
C Improving the ability to solve problems.
C Providing chances to brainstorming.
C Learning during work, activity and cooperation which

keeping the learn impact
C Discovering talented students.
C Considering individual differences. 

Basketball game is one of the sport activities that has
a positive effect on learner in physical, mental and social
sides as a result of that it acquires a wide attention locally
and globally, it concerns with the variety of concepts and
basic skills as a fundamental requirements to learn.
Basketball game requires adaptation from players in the
field and offence is a part of the game which allows the
players to discover what is happening then response
according to this correctly [8].

Due to previous studies, the researcher found the
rare use of projects technique in learning performance of
sport activities and this led the researcher to explore the
impact of project technique on the performance for
beginners in basketball game.

Research Objective: Recognizing the impact of using
project technique on the performance standard of some
basic kills in the basketball game.

Research Hypothesis: There are statistical differences
with incorporeal indication in the performance standard of
basic skills (in preparation) between pre and post-
measurement in favor of post-measurement.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

The researcher uses the empirical method as one
group by the pre, post-measurements to fit the research's
nature. Research field represents the participants in the
summer club in the public service at the Faculty of
Physical Education-Assiut University; it aims to learn the
basic skills of the different sports as basketball, in which
the participants reach to 85 children. Research sample is
chosen vertically for children from 10-12 years who don't
know or learn basketball skills before and of about 25
children.Applicants of the projects are Students who
specialized in teaching basketball and trainers from the
summer club and also 8 students who play the game.

Table 1 shows skewness coefficient of variables in
the research which ranges between 0.01 and 0.94 and it is
a value among ±3, that refers to homogeneity among
sample participants.

Table 1: Sample analogy in research variables (n. =25)
sample
-------------------------------------------------------

Measurement Arithmetic Standard
Variables unit mean (q) deviation (p) Skewness
Age Month 135.44 11.59 0.94
Height Cm 138.92 3.25 0.01
Weight Kg 35.00 3.38 0.13
Dribbling Degree 22.17 1.89 0.12
Chest pass Degree 11.80 2.50 0.26
Lay-up pass Degree 1.76 1.45 0.19
Set shot degree 1.92 1.35 0.05

Steps of Project Preparation: According to project
technique the student is assigned to start the work in the
form of a project includes variety of activities and
searching in all cognition fields to achieve certain aims
due to its importance.Many researchers [3, 4, 9, 10] agree
on the determinants of project's technique which are: 

C Choosing the project.
C Laying out a plan for the project.
C Applying the concerted plan.
C Evaluating the project.

Choosing the Project: The researcher hold a meeting with
the students to discuss the project's determinants and the
steps of applying and also choosing the proper sample
and define the tools and possibilities which reach the
target of the whole project and the sample is a category of
children from 10-12 years, the participants of the summer
club and who desire of learning basketball skills.

Laying out a Plan
Project's Aim: Both the researcher and the students
know the project's target which is learning basic skills of
basketball game and in order to achieve this target, they
have number of duties and tasks which are: 

First Task: Direct and ask the research group to choose
the applied skills of the project by surfing the internet
(international information web), basketball references at
the faculty 's library [8, 11-14].The research group had a
questionnaire after study by writing their desirable basic
skills to apply in the project and Table 2 clarifies this.

Table 2 clarifies the agreement of the group on skills
as dribbling, chest pass, lay-up shot and set shot by
100%.

Second Task: The group is assigned to surf the
international web and the scientific references about
basketball game as numbers [11-14, 18] and previous
researches as well [15-17]. The whole group is divided  on
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Table 2: Group questionnaire for their desirable basic skills applied in the

project

No. Skill Percentage

1 Dribbling 100%

2 Chest pass 100%

3 Bounce pass 25%

4 Shoulder pass 37.5%

5 Lay-up shot 100%

6 Triple shot 37.5%

7 Set shot 100%

8 Jump shot 12.5%

9 Stand ready 25%

Table 3: Arbitrators' views about the competence of educational units

Entirely sufficient Nearly sufficient Insufficient

list 5 degrees 3 degrees One degree

1 v - -

2 - v -

3 v - -

4 - v

5 v - -

Degrees 15 6 -

Percentage 84%

two group, the first one includes four students who
search for the scientific subject, technical and educational
steps and applied trainings to teach the chosen basic
skills in the project which are dribbling, chest pass, lay-up
shot and set shot to be revised and framed in order to be
applied.The second group includes four students who get
the specific tests about the performance of the skills in
preparation to be applied before and after finishing the
whole project to recognize the extent of learning the
sample the basic skills in basketball game.

Third Task: The researcher and the group framed and
prepared a clue includes the educational and technical
steps and the applied trainings and also the tests for the
basic skills in basketball and be presented to a group of
basketball experts who are five to know the extent of its
suitability for applying this on the sample according to
Table 3.

Table 3 explains experts' views about competence of
educational units that equals 84%. For calculating skills
tests, the researcher uses the technique of test application
and reapplies the sample of 10 children in and out the
sample whereas table 4 clarifies scientific usages to
endure the skills' tests.

Table 4 shows the statistical relation between first
and second applications for basic skill tests that confirms
the stability of skill tests.

Project Implementation: The project becomes ready after
preparing the educational and technical contents and the
tests from Saturday 25/6/2011 daily / two hours except
Monday and Friday. Table 5 explores the time program of
the project.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Table 6 shows the statistical differences with
significance to post measurement in basic skills for
basketball game (dribbling, chest pass, lay-up shot, set
shot) in which the calculated value of T bigger than
tabular value of T and this refers to the improvement in
the performance of basic skills and educational units
content by using  project  technique  which  sponsored
by  the    researcher    and   the   group   that   enclose   all

Table 4: Correlation coefficient and alpha coefficient for skill tests ( n=10)

skill First application Second application
-------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------- Calculated Tabular
q p q P value of T  value of T

dribbling 13,16 0.78 12.89 0.74 0.24 1.83
Chest pass 23.60 1.17 23.30 1.89 0.04
Lay-up shot 12.10 1.37 11.80 1.23 0.09
Set shot 10.00 1.63 9.60 1.58 0.08

Table 5: Time schedule for the preparation and the evaluation of project

No. Topic Date of implementation

1 First meetings with research group to explain the project tasks distribution Wednesday 1/6/2011
2 First task: agreement of basic skills for the project Saturday 4/6/2011
3 Second task: gather project contents of educational, technical steps, the applied trainings and measurement tests Saturday 11/6/2011
4 Third task: present the clue to the experts Saturday 18/6/2011
5 Apply the project From Saturday 25/6/2011 to 23/7/2011
6 Evaluate the project and the post measurements Sunday 24/7/2011
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Table 6: Differences significance between pre and post-measurements for basic skills (n=25)

Pre measurement Post measurement
-------------------------------------- ---------------------------------- Percentage of

skills Measurement unit q p q p Value of T improvement

Dribbling W 12.17 1.89 13.09 1.32 2.40 40.96%
Chest pass Degree 11.80 2.50 23.12 1.54 2.16 48.96%
Lay-up shot Degree 1.76 1.45 13.04 1.65 2.02 86.00%
Set shot Degree 1.92 1.35 12.16 1.28 2.98 84.00%

Tabular value of T 0.05 = 1.71

Fig.1: Differences significance between pre and post-measurements for basic skills 
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